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Name of Cabinet Member:
Cabinet Member for Strategic Finance and Resources – Councillor J Mutton

Director Approving Submission of the report:
Deputy Chief Executive (People)

Ward(s) affected:
None

Title:
Agency Workers and Interim Managers – Performance Management Report Q1 (1 April to 30 
June 2017).

Is this a key decision?
No.  

Executive Summary:

The purpose of this report is to provide the Cabinet Member with performance information on the 
use of agency workers procured for the Q1 period 1 April to 30 June 2017 and to consider Interim 
Manager and other agency worker spends for the same period.

Recommendations:

The Cabinet Member for Strategic Finance and Resources is requested to:

1. Note the agency / interim spend for Q1. 

2. Note the work done on providing in-house solutions s an alternative to agency and interim 
workers.

List of Appendices included:

The information attached in Appendix 1 shows the total Directorate expenditure on agency workers 
up to and including Q1 2017/18 for spends with the Master Vendor supplier, Pertemps, including 
interims.  The dotted line shows the trend line for the data shown; it does not predict spend in future 
quarters.
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The information attached in Appendix 2 show the justification of new orders placed by Directorates 
for agency workers during Q1 2017/18 which resulted in spend with Pertemps.

Appendix 3 shows equalities data for workers supplied through the Pertemps contract.

Other useful background papers:
None

Has it or will it be considered by Scrutiny?

No

Has it, or will it be considered by any other Council Committee, Advisory Panel or other 
body?

No

Will this report go to Council?

No
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Report title:

Agency Workers and Interim Managers – Performance Management Report Q1 (1 April to 30 
June 2017)

1 Context (or background)

1.1 Coventry City Council has a Master Vendor Contract with Pertemps for the supply of 
agency workers.  This came into effect in December 2013 and has recently been extended.  
Through the contract, Pertemps will supply all suitable agency workers through their own 
agency or via a 2nd tier arrangement with other agencies on behalf of the Council, using 
rates of pay based on an agreed pay policy and a negotiated mark-up rate with the Master 
Vendor.  The information supplied by Pertemps gives detailed information on agency 
worker usage and expenditure.  However, Pertemps is not always able to supply the 
required agency workers and on occasion service areas will use other suppliers where this 
is the case.

2 Directorate Commentary on Agency worker Spend for Q4 2016/17

2.1 Table 2.2 below shows comparative expenditure in Q4 2016/17 and Q1 2017/18 and 
indicates an overall decrease in total spend.  The Master Vendor Contract covers all 
agency workers required by the core Council.  The Pertemps contract does not cover 
agency workers in schools.

Please note that the Directorates listed reflect the revised corporate structure.

2.2 Table of Spend with Pertemps: comparing Q1 2017/18 with Q4 2016/17 

Directorate Spend Q4 2016/17 Spend Q1 2017/18 Increase/decrease
People Directorate £954,099 £859,412 -£94,687
Place Directorate £160,663 £151,196 -£9,467
Resources Directorate £133,361 N/A N/A

Chief Executives £0 £0 £0
TOTAL £1,248,123 £1,010,609 -£237,514

2.3 People Directorate

There is a continuing reduction in spend this quarter as the service continues to recruit 
permanent, experienced Children’s social workers.

The recruitment campaign continues with the Recruitment Team working closely with 
colleagues in People Directorate to ensure a co-ordinated process for recruitment and the 
reduction in Agency workers.  The ongoing recruitment campaign is attracting Children’s 
social workers to Coventry with some Agency workers opting to take permanent roles with 
the service.  However despite the efforts being made to provide a robust induction and 
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supportive working environment, the number of new starters is not keeping pace with the 
number of leavers.

The cost of Children’s Social Workers is being restrained by the West Midlands regional 
agreement.  This involves 14 local authorities and has the effect of capping the rates paid to 
all newly appointed agency social workers.  Q1 spend on Children’s social workers is 
£553,387 (54.76% of Corporate Spend with Pertemps) compared with Q4 2016/17 which 
was £630,876 (50.55%).

3 Spend outside of the Pertemps Contract

3.1 Table for Comparison of expenditure Q1 2017/18 with Q4 2016/17 outside of the Pertemps 
contract:

Directorate
Total Spends 

in Q4 
2016/17

Total Spends 
in Q1 

2017/18

Increase / 
Decrease in 

Spend
People: Children’s £310,979 £313,557 £2,578
People: Education £140,205 £71,367 -£68,838
People: Adults £0 £0 £0
People: Cust. Serv. £28,525 £20,460 -£8,065
Place £552,982 £128,812 -£424,170
TOTAL £1,032,691 £534,196 -£498,495

This includes workers contracted through other agencies outside of the Pertemps contract 
or contracted directly.

3.2 People: Children’s Services

At the end of the quarter there were four interims contractors secured directly by the 
Council continuing to support service delivery, service improvement organisational 
redesign.  In addition there are a small number (less than 10) agency social workers who 
are not engaged via the Pertemps contract who are contributing to meeting the demands of 
this service.  

3.3 People: Education

Of this spend of £71k; agency staff to help meet demand on the Performing Arts Service 
was £49k (69%) while the remainder was to support centrally employed teaching teams 
and working directly with schools for quality monitoring and to improve the completion of 
early years PEPs.

3.4 People: Customer Services

This spend is for Homelessness Officers and is in addition to those now supplied by 
Pertemps.  This role is very hard to recruit to a permanent position.
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3.5 Place

Of this spend, £127k was spent through the Professional Services Contract for 
infrastructure works which is externally funded. The successful recruitment to a casual pool 
within Waste Services has reduced the reliance on agency staff although the Service still 
experiences difficulties in attracting Drivers. 

4 Rebate

4.1 The rebate scheme was ended in March 2017 and so there is no resulting income to report.

5 Alternative solutions to agency staff 

5.1 To reduce the reliance on agency workers within Waste there is a bank of casual workers 
usually drawn from workers who have previously worked for the Council via an agency.  They 
are offered work when shifts cannot be covered through the substantive workforce or during 
times of peak activity.  This bank of casual workers has been expanded in anticipation of 
increases in workload.  

A Recruitment Campaign has been developed with the objective of recruiting to 20 specialist 
roles within the Highways, Traffic and Transport Teams.  This will reduce the cost of agency 
spend and promote Coventry City Council as the employer of choice.  Over 160 CVs were 
received through the creation of a Talent Pool which allowed applicants to register their 
interest. In addition a microsite was developed which included a career video promoting the 
major programme of capital investment in highways and infrastructure within the city and the 
benefits of working for Coventry City Council.  Nine appointments have been made and a 
further two offers are anticipated in the near future.  Some of the appointments are yet to 
start due to notice periods so agency cover is still required in the short term.  The recruitment 
process will continue with the hope to fill more posts in the coming weeks.  If necessary there 
will be a further recruitment process to attract applicants to the remaining vacancies.  Work 
is continuing to establish apprentice / graduate posts within the Service.

6 Overall Management Comment

The Master Vendor contract is a planned strategy to work towards reducing the level of 
agency spends and to better understand where and how we use agency workers.

There will always be the need to use agency workers.  However, it is acknowledged that 
current usage is higher than we would like because of the need to cover sickness absence, 
short-term cover whilst Fundamental Service Reviews are taking place and to cope with 
sudden surges of demand.  This will require the need for scarce skills and workers during 
these reviews; organisational restructures and sudden peaks in demand.

In terms of the cost of using agency workers, it is important to note that not all of the cost is 
in addition to normal staffing spend.  Although agency cover associated with sickness 
absence in front line services is often an additional cost, in the case of agency cover for 
vacant posts the cost will be funded at least in part by the relevant staffing budget.  

Where opportunities exist for bulk recruitment campaigns to front line essential services, 
the Human Resources Recruitment Team will continue to work with service managers to 
identify workers, who are available for casual, temporary or permanent work in order to 
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reduce the use of agency workers.  However, some roles continue to be hard to recruit.  In 
the case of children’s social workers we have had some success with the current campaign 
which has been evolved to make extensive use of social media.  The result of the current 
campaign are shown in table 2.3 above.  Nevertheless recruitment of experienced, high 
quality children’s social workers continues to be difficult.

The contract with Pertemps came into effect on the 2 December 2013 and is joint with 
Warwickshire and Solihull following an extensive tendering process.  The contract is a 
hybrid Master Vendor arrangement which will provide the Council with additional 
advantages to the existing Master Vendor contract.  Background work is currently being 
undertaken on the future supply of agency workers.

7 Results of consultation undertaken

7.1 The report sets out the steps the Council is taking to reduce expenditure on agency 
workers, particularly in those areas where they are used most intensively.

7.2 The report is able to identify more accurately spend on agency workers and the reasons for 
spend.

7.3 Officers will continue to bring the monitoring information to the Cabinet Member and steps 
will continue to be taken to endeavour to reduce the level of expenditure.

7.4 Management Information has given the opportunity for the Recruitment Team to target 
large areas with high usage of agency workers to try and reduce the need for agency 
workers.  This work is ongoing.

8 Timetable for implementing this decision 

Not applicable

9 Comments from the Director of Finance and Corporate Services

9.1 Financial implications

Quarterly monitoring of expenditure on agency workers will continue throughout the contract.  
The cost of agency workers for the current reporting period from the Pertemps system is 
£1,010,609 which equates to 2.52% of the overall wage bill for this quarter (excluding 
schools). 

Pertemps operate a live management accounts system which places the cost of agency 
workers in the period the work took place rather than the period of time in which the Council 
was billed for or paid the related invoices.  The system shows the volume of agency 
activity/usage in a particular quarter irrespective of when invoices are paid.  Therefore this 
information will be different from that which has gone through the Council's financial systems 
during Q1.  
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Pertemps system only incorporates timesheets authorised by managers and therefore the 
costs for a particular quarter will increase throughout the year as more timesheets are 
authorised.  We actively work with the master vendor to keep outstanding timesheets to a 
minimum.

9.2 Legal implications

There are no specific legal implications associated with this report.

10 Other implications

10.1 How will this contribute to achievement of the Council's key objectives / corporate priorities 
(corporate plan/scorecard) / organisational blueprint / LAA (or Coventry SCS)?

The Agency Worker Contract arrangement provides good value for money in relation to the 
procurement of agency workers.  It also provides firmer controls on the use of agency 
workers and has in place sound management reporting to see where spend is taking place 
to target recruitment, maximise resources, and reduce spend on agency workers.

10.2 How is risk being managed?

There may be a risk to the Council where managers go outside of the Pertemps and contract 
directly with workers with the advent of changes to IR35 arrangements.  There has been 
numerous communications across the Council to inform managers of changes and there will 
continue to be as the changes that have been made bed in.

10.3 What is the impact on the organisation?

Through the rigorous monitoring of the use of agency workers and alternative strategies for 
resourcing short-term work requirements, the dependency on agency workers should be 
reduced.   The Council’s Policy on the use of agency workers states that Agency Workers 
should only be used when:

 Proper recruitment processes have failed to secure an appointment and staff cover has 
become crucial to the delivery of services;

 Short-term temporary cover is required until proper recruitment processes have been 
completed and an appointment is made;

 Unplanned absences require immediate cover to ensure continuity of services;
 Unplanned, short-term or peak workloads occur.

Human Resources are proactively supporting managers to reduce agency spend.

10.4 Equalities / EIA 

The master vendor has made considerable efforts to ensure that the equalities monitoring form 
is completed.  The graphs in appendix 3 show the main equalities data at corporate level for 
the agency workers who were on assignment with us in the month of September 2016.

No equality impact assessment has been carried out as the recommendations do not constitute 
a change in service or policy.
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10.5 Implications for (or impact on) the environment

None

10.6 Implications for partner organisations?

None
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Report author(s):

Name and job title:
Philip Johnson, HR Advisor – Corporate Support

Directorate:
People Directorate

Tel and email contact:
Telephone 024 7683 3261 philip.johnson@coventry.gov.uk

Enquiries should be directed to the above person.

Contributor/approver 
name

Title Directorate or 
organisation

Date doc 
sent out

Date response 
received or 
approved

Contributors:

Suzanne Bennett
Governance 
Services 
Officer

Place 14/09/2017 14/09/2017

Other members 

Names of approvers: 
(officers and members)

Gail Quinton
Deputy Chief 
Executive 
(People)

People 14/09/2017 14/09/2017

Barbara Barratt Head of HR & 
OD People 14/09/2017 14/09/2017

Pat Chen

Head of 
Employment 
Policy & 
Practice 

People 14/09/2017 02/10/2017

Kathryn Sutherland
Lead 
Accountant, 
Finance

Place 14/09/2017 02/10/2017

Julie Newman
Legal Services 
Manager, 
People

Place 14/09/2017 14/09/2017

Member: Councillor J 
Mutton

Cabinet 
Member for 
Strategic 
Finance and 
Resources

14/09/2017 14/09/2017

This report is published on the Council's website:
www.coventry.gov.uk/meetings 

mailto:philip.johnson@coventry.gov.uk
http://www.coventry.gov.uk/meetings
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APPENDIX 1 - COMPARISON OF AGENCY SPEND  Q1 2016/17 TO Q1 2017/18

Agency Spend per Quarter by Directorate
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Appendix 2 - Reason for Order  Q1 April to June 2017
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Appendix 3  -  Equality Data for Agency Workers via the Pertemps Contract (Q1 2017/18)

Female, 44%

Male, 44%

Prefer not to 
say, 12%

BY GENDER
Aged 18 - 24, 4%

Aged 25 - 29, 
12%

Aged 30 - 39 , 
17%

Aged 40 - 49, 
24%

Aged 50 - 59, 
21%

Aged 60 - 64, 3%

Aged 65 +, 1%

Prefer not to 
say, 18%

BY AGE RANGE

No, 69%

Prefer not to 
say, 31%

BY DISABILITY

Asian / Asian 
British, 4%

Black / Black 
British, 7%

Mixed 
Background, 3%

White / White 
British, 22%

Prefer not to 
say, 64%

ETHNIC ORIGIN


